FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Asia’s Hottest Clubs Open at
Marina Bay Sands in July
Pangaea and Avalon, a magnet for celebrities in London,
Los Angeles, Miami and New York open their most
ambitious clubs in Singapore
Singapore (7 April, 2011) Just months before the celebrities and jetsetters fly into Singapore for
Formula 1’s only night race, the Singapore Grand Prix, Marina Bay Sands announces the
opening of Asia’s much-anticipated nightclubs in July. Emerging from Marina Bay and enclosed in
the distinctive glass crystal pavilion, Pangaea and Avalon, two of the hottest nightclub brands in
the U.S. and Europe, will captivate partygoers in Singapore and from around the world with its
innovative concepts, music and premium service.
Pangaea, the ultra-lounge bottle club that swiftly attracted celebrity followers in New York, Miami
and London, has hosted A-listers including Madonna, Leonardo DiCaprio, Kate Moss and Will
Smith. Occupying 6,000 square feet, Pangaea is on the first level of the southern Crystal Pavilion.
Patrons can access the club through the underwater tunnel connected to The Shoppes at Marina
Bay Sands. The ultra-lounge will be able to host up to 400 partygoers at one time or over a
thousand a night.
Pangaea operator Michael Ault said, “When we first announced our plans to open this club, the
structure was not even built. We only had our imagination and a few wild ideas. Today, piercing
the waters of Marina Bay, the crystal pavilion is one of the most stunning and perhaps the best
venues in Singapore. We said from day one that we will create something the world has never
seen and with the formulae of great architecture and our experience in successfully operating the
best clubs in leading international cities, we simply cannot wait to open our doors and put
Singapore on the global party map.”
The second and with a completely distinct concept from Pangaea will be Avalon. Across two
levels and over 12,000 square feet, entertainment at Marina Bay Sands will reach a whole new
high with Avalon. The club will feature an exciting line-up of leading international DJ’s, live
concerts and high profile events.

Avalon co-founder and club guru Steven Adelman said, “Avalon has hosted virtually every
celebrity – The Black Eyed Peas, Ashton Kutcher, Cameron Diaz, Drew Barrymore, Pink, to
name a few. Parties at our club in L.A have included the annual Grammy after-party hosted by
Justin Timberlake. Here in Singapore, we are building the most ambitious and state-of-the-art
visual, sound and light system we’re aware of anywhere. The combination of Avalon’s star power
and Marina Bay Sands’ iconic structure will set the stage for the biggest party in Asia,” said
Steven.
The Shoppes at Marina Bay Sands Executive Director, Mr. John Postle, said, “We have
discovered two of the most leading and sought-after club operators in the world. With the
creative genius of both Michael Ault and Steven Adelman, we are creating an entertainment
hotspot like no other in Asia. Floating on Marina Bay and set in the stunning crystal pavilion,
Marina Bay Sands will be home to every guest looking for the best energy in town.”
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About Marina Bay Sands Pte Ltd
Marina Bay Sands is the leading business, leisure and entertainment destination in Asia. It features
large and flexible convention and exhibition facilities, 2,560 hotel rooms and suites, the rooftop Sands
SkyPark, the best shopping mall in Asia, world-class celebrity chef restaurants, a casino, Paiza Club for
premium players and an outdoor event plaza. Its two theaters showcase a range of leading
entertainment acts, including the resident performance “The Lion King”. Completing the line-up of
attractions is the ArtScience Museum at Marina Bay Sands which plays host to permanent and
marquee exhibitions. For more information, please visit www.marinabaysands.com.
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About Pangaea
Pangaea, the “Ultra Lounge” that literally invented the term and dominated New York City, London,
Spain, and Miami is slated to open later this year. Pulsating from within the remarkable, floating Crystal
Pavilion, at the Marina Bay Sands, Pangaea will set a new standard for luxury, excitement, fantasy, and
escape.
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About Avalon
Following much anticipation, nightclub Avalon will soon rise from the Singapore bay in the southern
Crystal Pavilion. Helmed by nightlife veteran Steven Adelman, Avalon aims to bring a new level of
musical adventure to its patrons. Combining performances from the world's leading DJs with live music
in a multi-sensory interactive environment, Avalon is set to redefine the nightclub experience.
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